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Smartphone App
With the Sky Alert App, your smartphone becomes
a personal security device. It works seamlessly
across all operating systems (Android and Apple).
Download it from your App Store.
The App uses the in-built technologies in the user’s
phone, including Global Position System (GPS)
for location, GSM and GPRS communications
technologies, and motion and shock sensors.
All Sky Alert safety features run unobtrusively in
the background without interrupting the regular
operation of the phone.
And with SOS button keypad lock override, users
will be able to trigger an alert at the touch of a
screen, even when the phone is not actively used.
The App is available to users in conjunction with the
Sky Alert SOS Fob or can be separately purchased.

KEY FEATURES
GPS LOCATE | Pinpoint accuracy in an
emergency anywhere in the US.

WORKER DOWN | Built-in sensors with
movement and impact detection

RED ALERT | Rapid assistance when
you need it.

SAFE CHECK | Proactive timed welfare
checks request an OK from the user.

YELLOW ALERT | Leave a message with
task- or location-specific information.

SAFE BEACON | Geo-fence and virtual
barrier in one neat package.

VIRTUAL BUDDY | The operative will
stay on the call with a worker should
they feel at risk.

GROUP ALERT | Target warning
messages at pre-defined groups or
users in a given radius.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
The Safe Hub App from Sky Alert is a
secure, web-based portal that provides
an accurate cross-device snapshot of
system activity with real-time reporting.
Easily deployed, it ensures compliance
with health and safety guidance,
enables a culture of best practice for
lone working, and facilitates real-time
reporting and corporate governance.

Customization & Management
Using cutting-edge voice and data
communications, the App is easy to use,
simple to implement, and convenient to
manage. It provides the highest degree
of flexibility around the number of
workers supported and the protection
that each requires.
• Allocate protection and monitoring
solutions tailored to each risk
assessment.
• Define bespoke escalation and
response procedures.
• Activate and deactivate protection
and monitoring.
• Communicate with, identify, locate,
report, and respond to individuals.
Monitoring Center
A state-of-the-art monitoring center
supports the App, responding to alerts
24/7/365.

Beacon
compatible

Via Bluetooth, Android and Apple
iOS devices can automate safety
procedures. For example, alerting
workers as they enter a restricted
area, with a maximum exposure
time, or requiring special safety
equipment.

GPS
location

The user's location recorded.

Recording

Activity is recorded and available
in real-time from a secure webportal. Data can be used as
evidence if criminal charges are
issued following an incident.

Discreet
activation

Raise alerts discreetly without
unlocking the home screen on
Android/iOS devices.

Automatic
start

App launches automatically
when the handset is on, this
feature can be deactivated.

Status
alerts

App will proactively notify the
worker if they enter an area
without a signal or if GPS has
been deactivated.

E-training

In-app training content.

Optimized
battery life

App runs passively with minimal
impact on battery life.

Easy to
download

Download from App store.
Compatible with any device
mobile management software.

Download
size

Android/iOS: 2.8mb
Windows: 700kb
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